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A simple horse-carriage compromise
Don't let the neigh-sayers have the last word
BY MATTHEW DAUS /  NEW YORK DAILY NEWS  /  Sunday, April 20, 2014, 4:25 AM
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However much chutzpah it
takes for an elected official
making $79,500 to cry
poverty while fighting
bribery charges, Brooklyn
Assemblyman William
Boyland Jr. has it.

We all know Hollywood is a
bit Twitter-happy, so we've
rounded up the hottest,
cutest, funniest and just
plain wackiest celebrity
Twitpics. Enjoy!

You know that feeling when
you get sucked into the
Internet, and are hypnotized
by the light of your laptop or
phone? Time passes so easily, and you give nary a
thought to the terrifying questions of why you are on
this earth, and what you should do while here.

The clock on Michael Pineda’s return starts Sunday.
That’s when Pineda will make his first rehab start

since going on the
disabled list in early May.
“He will make a start
somewhere,” Joe Girardi
said. “Not exactly sure
where it’s going to be. They were talking about that
today, but it will be a regular game.”
These stars make 40 (and even 60!) look like the new
20. Check out who's been drinking from Hollywood's
fountain of youth.
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If Mr. Ed were pulling a carriage in New York City, what would he say?

I suspect he would complain to Wilbur about a lack of toilet facilities, about car
exhaust fumes, traffic congestion, long working hours and not enough horse-
play. (In other words, he'd sound a lot like many two-legged workers in
Manhattan.) At the same time, Mr. Ed would probably be surprised to see fellow
Hollywood stars like Liam Neeson joining the fray, as his horse brethren have
become a hotly disputed political issue.

I believe Mayor de Blasio's heart is in the right place, and, as someone who
feels for the animals myself, I support him making good on a campaign promise
to address a status quo that ought not to continue.

But there's a long way between seeing problems with the carriage-horse
industry we have and rubbing it out entirely. I am confident that the mayor, the
City Council and the many other stakeholders can find a better way forward.

Getting there requires some perspective. Central Park was designed for
horses, and our country's history was based on horse travel before
automobiles took over. Many tourists had their first glimpse of New York City
through the back seat of a Hansom cab, and many lovers their first kiss.

Why not respect that history by pursuing a "mend it, don't end it" approach?

One potential compromise would return the horses and carriages exclusively to
Central Park, building and leasing some open fields to the stable owners to
allow the horses to run free and play.

This would provide them with the touch of nature missing from their lives right
now, reduce the possibility of traffic crashes and congestion, and remove the

JAMES KEIVOM/NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

Everyone wins
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Game on. Justin Bieber
took to Instagram shortly
after his scuffle with
Orlando Bloom early
Wednesday and uploaded
a photo of the actor's ex-wife, Miranda Kerr.

Athletes strip down and
show off their perfect form
on the covers of ESPN's
'Body Issue.'

Bayside: Regarding the
annoying Times Square
characters like Spider-Man
and Hello Kitty: Here are
two simple solutions that could curb and possibly even
end the nuisance caused by all those characters in
Times Square.

Michele Roberts instantly
has become one of the
most powerful people in
the NBA. The Washington
trial lawyer was elected Tuesday in Las Vegas as Billy
Hunter’s long-awaited successor as executive director
of the NBA Players Association, making her the first
woman to head a professional sports union in North
America.
Wilmer Flores was in the
lineup Tuesday night,
making his third start since
he was recalled from
Triple-A Las Vegas six
games ago, but he is not
about to become the Mets’ first-string shortstop.

A squalid and long-
abandoned Coney Island
movie palace has been
taken over by homeless

harsh summer smell of horse manure from Midtown streets.

Meantime, horse-riding therapy and a place for children to pet and visit the
horses would be a great addition for residents and tourists alike, possibly
leading to new revenue streams for the city and horse owners, with reduced
horse working hours as well. These open fields would also create the
transparency necessary to ensure there is no abuse, silencing the "neigh-
sayers."

Okay, you say, but many carriage-horse opponents have their hearts set on
replacing the animals with an electric vehicle they've spent years developing.
Again, why does this need to be either-or? Surely we can find a way to
accommodate both.

Maybe we should also bring back replicas of the Electrobats, the first motorized
taxicabs and a forgotten part of NYC history. These electric taxicabs were first
introduced in the late 1890s to compete with horse-drawn hansom cabs, and
both formed the genesis of the NYC taxicab industry.

The Electrobats would be a historical reminder of how World War I, oil interests
and the invention of the vehicle starter contributed to the demise of Henry
Ford's and Thomas Edison's collaboration to mass produce electric Ford Model
Ts - setting our country on a less environmentally sustainable path.

So, to summarize: Let the carriage-horse industry do a land swap to take over
a piece of Central Park to create stables, a petting zoo and riding trails. Use
that money to support the parks more broadly. Meantime, existing stables can
be used to build affordable housing, advancing another critical de Blasio goal.

Horses win. Humans win. The city wins.

Daus, former head of the city's Taxi and Limousine Commission, is a
distinguished lecturer at the City University of New York's Transportation
Research Center.
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Queen of recycled
fashion! Kate
Middleton’s outfit
repeats — PHOTOS
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Richard Belzer jumps
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Manhattan building

Seven Rikers Island
correction officers
smuggled cocaine,
oxycodone into jail:
investigation  11:38
AM

Interns spend their
summer with
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borough's oldest
cemetery 7:58 PM

IT'S PURE
POPPYCOCK!
Alabama man's claim
of penis amputation
during botched
circumcision is
'entirely false,'
attorney says

Connecticut mother
FORGIVES husband
who left their toddler
to die in hot car

Jets Insider: Top 2
picks sit; Rex scolds
offense

Naked woman who
broke into Tex.
house through
doggy door reveals
what happened that
night

HELL HATH NO FURY
LIKE A MAN
SCORNED: Jealous
hubby ambushes,
kills estranged wife,
new beau on rural
Kentucky road:
police

Lingerie-clad football
player celebrates
touchdown with beer

She may be royalty, but
Kate Middleton has no
qualms about recycling
looks. From the red carpet
to the Queen's Jubilee, check out the fashion icon's
style re-runs.

Fifty years ago, four lads
from Liverpool boarded a
plane bound for John F.
Kennedy Airport unsure of
how they’d be received by
the American people. Little did the Beatles know they
were blazing a trail for the British Invasion.

Leonard Belzer, the brother
of actor Richard Belzer and
former host of the radio
program "The Comedy
Hour," jumped to his death from his luxury Manhattan
apartment building Wednesday morning, fellow
residents and building workers said.

Seven Rikers correction
officers smuggled cocaine
and oxycodone into the
troubled jail, the city Department of Investigation has
found.

These co-eds are ditching
the beach to spend their
summer break with some
of the city's most historic dead.

An attorney for the two
Birmingham doctors
accused of pulling off the
procedure last month filed two motions Tuesday
seeking to dismiss Johnny Lee Banks' lawsuit and
sanction his attorney, John Graves. They claim his
penis was never amputated.

A Connecticut mother says
she does not blame her
husband for leaving their
15-month-old son to die
locked inside a sweltering car.

Both of the Jets’ top two
draft picks missed practice
Tuesday due to injuries.
Safety Calvin Pryor, who
suffered a concussion on
Saturday, did some light stretching with the team at the
beginning of practice but did not wear a helmet or
pads.

Wannabe rapper Sara Soto, who goes by the stage
name Sara Toke-a-lot, has now revealed her side of
story - and exactly why she ended up in such a whole

heap of trouble.

A spurned husband shot
dead his estranged wife
and her new beau after he
followed her and ambushed the couple late Monday on
a rural Kentucky road, police say.

Who wants to watch a
woman wearing little more
than underwear drink a
beer after scoring a
touchdown?
Just call it a hangover house call. The IV Doctor offers
a bedside hydration service, but for a price.
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for domestic abuse
rant
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ESPN has suspended
outspoken sportscaster
Stephen A. Smith for a
week because of his
comments about domestic abuse suggesting women
should make sure that they don’t do anything to
provoke an attack.
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